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PROGRESS REPORT OF CARTOGRAPHIC ACTIVITIES

IN ETHIOPIA 1963-6^/

. • - ■ Submitted "by the Government of Ethiopia

INTRODUCTION

The "Plan of Operation" outlined in the Report on Cartographic

Activities in Ethiopia (E/CN.I4/CART/44) submitted to the first

United Nations Regional Cartographic Conference for Africa, hold in

Nairobi, Kenya, in July 1963? mentioned that an agreement was concluded

between the Imperial Ethiopian Government and the Government of th«

United States of America, on a joint programme for aerial and ground

surveys. Pursuant to this agreement the Ethiopia-US Mapping Mission

was established and started operation in September 1963 with a view to

carrying out the following programmes^

(a) Aerial photography of the whole country excluding the Blue

Nile River Basin Area (see fig.l).

(b) Geodetic Control data through conventional procedures and

the employment of airborne and surface located electronic

- devices.

l/ By the Imperial Ethiopian Government Mapping & Geography Institute.
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(c) Assistance to the Imperial Ethiopian Government Mapping

and Geography Institute (MGl) in the following undertakings:

(i) Production of photomaps at the scale of Is 50,000 (whole

oountry) and prototype topographic maps at the seal©

of ls25O,OO0 (for selected areas).

(ii) Training of technioal personnel both in Ethiopia and the
United States.

(iii) Procurement of equipment to make MGI fully oapaUe of
producing topographic maps.

The period 1963-65 was mainly devoted to the implementation of this

programme. It is gratifying to report that significant progress has

been achieved in the execution of ground and aerial surveys, in th«

training of personnel as well as in the procurement of scientific and

technical equipment.
*». .

GROUND CONTROL

^ The Joint Ethiopia-US Mapping Programme calls for the establishment

of control data by means of conventional procedures and through the

employment of electronic devices:

(a) Horizontal Control, The establishment of horizontal control

data was planned to be carried out using HIRAtf system and

electronic distance measuring instruments. Work on the

: . establishment of HIRA2T trilateration network and Geodimeter

traverse measurements commenced in 1964. To-date all the

trilateration lines connecting 32 HIRAN stations, excepting

' ihose connecting stations 29, 30, 31 and 32 are completed,
(see fig.2). Also, HIRAH controlled photography is being

flown for topographic mapping.-^ Over one-third of this is
completed.

1/ See next section, Aerial Photography.
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Vertical Control* Ground operations commenced in July 1964*

About 8,800 ions (5,500 miles) of second order level lines,

around the perimeter and central regions of Ethiopia, are

"being established. The leveling points will be tied-in to

the first order net in the Blue Nile River Basin which was

established in 1957-61. Up to this date over 2,400 kms (l,500

miles) of second order level lines have been completed, (see

fig.3). For mapping control the results of Terrain Profile

Recordings, taken during HCRAtf control photography flights,

will be used.

The ground survey team is also making astronomic observe

tions for position and azimuth of the existing HIRAK stations,

(c) Gravity Survey. During 1964-65? 50 gravity stations were

established by the Geodetic Survey team of Ethiopia-US Mapping

Mission. La Coste and Romberg geodetic gravimeters were used

in establishing 7 of these stations which form part of the

Euro-African Calibration Lineo For the remaining 43 stations

three temperature controlled Worden Master gravimeters

(615,616,617) were used to provide additional control for

regional gravity measures. All gravity base stations wer*

connected to the Addis Ababa fundamental gravity station

within + 0.15 milligal, standard error.

Horizontal and vertical control which is being established under the

current programme is considered adequate for mapping scale of Is 250,000

and- additional controls have to be provided for Is 50,000 and larger

scale mapping.

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY

The requirement for aerial photography for the mapping programme

is summarized below:
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■ (a) 951,834 square kms or 119,813 km (371,810 square miles or
74,883 linear miles) of 9..^.. mapping ^t^^ (li50>000)

and 9"xl8" suplemental photography (l,25l00O) for all areas

outside the Blue Uile River Basin area, (see fig.l).

"00 33,960 kms (21,225 linear miles) of HIEAIf controlled photography
and Terrain Profile Recorder grid flight.

(°) 30,957 ions (19,348 linear miles) of Terrain Profile Recording
(TPH) of grid flight lines.

Up-to this date of reporting, 84,426 kms (52,766 linear miles) of

visual photography, 9,974 kms (6,234 linear miles) of HIM* controlled

Photography and 1,672 km (1,O45 linear miles) of Terrain Profile Recordings
have teen accepted, (see fig.2)

The aerial survey team uses Herculus RC-130 aircraft which carries
TPR.and HIEAF equipment and is fitted with KG - IB, 6" f/l Camera for

mapping photography and K-38, 12« f/l Camera for supplem.ntal photography.
The flight altitude is aoout 31,000 ft. above sea level. Jet powered
helicopters are also used for transport of personnel, supply an, equip

ment to remote posts. The status of the aerial photographic coverag,
is shown in figure 1.

MAPPING

?he long term plan of the Ethiopian Government is to produce topo
graphic maps at the scales of 1!25ojOO0 and l!50,000. The Ethiopia-US

Mapping Mission has started compiling information (field classification
and photo-annotation) for the prototype of the 1825O,OOO scale topo-
graphic maps.

The Mapping and Geography Institute will devote a greater part of

xtsefforts to the production of Is5o,000 scale maps including the
establishment of additional controls needed.
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The Institute has continued to prepare various topical and plaai-

metric maps using the available aerial photography, base maps and

equipment. Drafting and scribing methods are both used in the prepara

tion of provisional maps and charts,

TRAI1OTG

Training has been carried out both in Ethiopia and at institutions

abroad. The MGI has continued to provide in-service training in photo

grammetry and cartography for new recruits who have completed twelfth

grade.and/or technical highschool. Since the institutions of higher

education in Ethiopia do not have a specialized programme in geodesy,

photogrammetry and cartography, the Mapping and Geography Institute

continues to send, through scholarships, capable technicians and profes

sionals to Europe and USA for advanced study. At present the number

of technical personnel working at the Institute and pursuing studies

abroad is less than fifty, but at least 500 technicians and professionals

wiU be required to render to the Institute the capability for producing

topographic maps and for carrying out extended research programmes. Thus,

the paucity problem o* J-c>raicallr qualified personnel is far from being

met adequately,

,. *. ..;.-...■.

■■•■±* '- -'- ■"■ EQUIPMENT

In accordance with the Ethiopia-US Aerial Photography and Mapping

Agreement, arrangements have be-n made for providing equipment for

photogrammetry5 surveying, photo processing and map reproduction. Major

items procured through bi-lateral a.id (UBUD) include the following*

a. Photogrammetry

2 C-8 Stereoplanigraphs

3 Wild A-8 Stereoplotting machines

3 Kelsh Plotters, M 2/with Pantographs

1 Co-ordinate Plotter

2 Fluor-o—Do&ge Printers



4 1st Order Theodolites

6 2nd Order Theodolites

60 Signal Lamps

3 Sets of Electronic distance measuring instruments
3 1st Order Levels

4 2nd Order Levels

Press

1 Two colour offset pres (24"x30M)

1 One colour offset press (4O"x5Otf)

above items and those equipment which are already ir^Mm

by the Institute constitute the essential equipment needed for ths
xnatial phase of the Mapping and Geography Institute.

; ;. ■■ PUBLICATIONS

Pending the publication of standard map sheets the MOI has suppXiad
provisional ozalid prints of planimetric and topical maps and charts to

government agencies, private firms and individuals.

The Institute has been publishing since 1963 a bi-annual magazine -

The Ethiopian Geographical Journal - designed to be a medium for .xp*es*iag
cartographic accomplishments and geographic research on the resources of
Ethiopia, volume VII will be ready for distribution in July 1966. '
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CONFERENCES AND SEMINARS

The Imperial Ethiopian Government Mapping and Geography Institute

has participated in the following conferences, meetings and seminars.

1. Meeting of the Committee of the International Federation of

Geodesists, in Sofia, Bulgaria, August 22-29* 1964*

2. International Geographical Union, London, England, August-

September, 1964-

3. ECA Meeting of Experts on Regional Centres for Training in

Fhotogrammetry, Airborne Geophysical Surveys and for inter

preting Aerial Surveys, in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, October 21-

31 October, 1964.

4# Fourth United Nations Regional Cartographies Conference for

Asia and the Far East, in Manila, Philippines, November 21 -

December 5> 1964*

5. ECA Meeting of Experts on Joint Centres for Specialized services

in Surveying and Mapping, in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, June 30 •

July 10, 1965-

6. United Nations Inter-Regional Seminar on Application of Carto

graphy for Economic Development, in Elsinore, Denmark,

October 3-31? 1965.

7. UNESCO Meeting of Expert Geographers to plan a Source Book

for the Teaching of Geography in Africa, in Addis Ababa,

Ethiopia, December 6-13, 1965*
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ETHIOPIA
Aerial Photo Coverage

Couverture Photographique Aerienne

50,000

Coverage— Couverture 1957-1956

Coverage—Couverture 1963-1965
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Imperial Ethiopian

Mopping a Geography Institute

-Thit area is al*o covered by supplemental photography at 1125,000 scale,which has a format of 23cm^ X 46cm. O"X 16 )

Cette zone est couverte egalement par photographies au 1:25,000, format 23cmx46cm (9'x9)
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ETHIOPIA

HIRAN TRILATERAT1ON LINE

LIGNE DE TRILATERATION HIRAN

Hiran Trilateral ion Line

Ligne de Trilateration Hiran

Hlran Control Photography &

Terrain Profile Recorder Flightline

Ligne de vol des Photographies

Controle'es par Hiran et des

Enregistrements de profil

du Terrain

Hiran Control Photography Flightline

Ligne de vol des Photographies

Controlees par Hiran

Imperial Ethiopian

Mopping 8 Geogrophy Institute

26 April 1966

ALL HIHAN LBffiS EXCEPTING THOSE CONNECTING STATIONS 29,30,31,32 ARE COMPLETE.

TOUTES LES LIONES DE TRILATERATION HIM* SONT TEMIIHEES SAUF LES LIOHES BBLIiMTS LES STATIONS 29, 30, 31 et 32.
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